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THE NORMAL OFFERING.
THE BRIDGE TEACHERS) AGENCY,
If you are receiving a smaller salary than some of your friends who you think are doing no better
work than you are, or if you are inexperienced but have.had good training, we can probably
help you. We are now in need of several Normal teachers for fall vacancies.
Opinions of SOITle teachers -w-hoITl vve have aided:
PRESTON S1\1 ITH, Sub-master Hi!(h School, Leominster. Mass.
[ am glad to aC'lc.nowledge the service thar the Bridge Teachers' Agency
has rendered me in securing several desiralJle positions. I have found it
honorable and reliable in its dealings and am perfectly sa>isfied with
what it has done for me.
e. L. JACKSON, Principal English Hi~h School. l.ynn, Mass'
Three principals near Boston, commanding ;12000 or over, have -said to
me within a year, "The Bridge Teachers' Agency is the sc/uarest ill
Boston." ] consider it the best. None of your candidates are org-otton.
Whetller at the top or at the bottom of the ladder, the school and the
teacher with a mutual fitness for each other, are brought in contact.
A. O. BURKE, Prin. High School. Norwell. Mass. The Bridge
Teachers' Agency is a thoroughly reliable, efficient and of undoubted
value to teachers. ] believe that those who desire the ervices of such a
medium will find the efforts of the Bridge Agency entirely satIsfactory.
FRANCIS HAZELTINE, Prin. Commercia.l Street Grammar
School, Adams, Mass. Teachers who dQ Ilot make education their study
and instruction their callin!! and who have not the energy to rule their
school or maintain a standing in the ranks, will not find an Agency the
sure road to prosperity. But many real teachers, in rising to the p{)sition
nature and training have fitted them to hold, find the Agency of great
value. Its manager& have every opportunity to become experts in esti-
mating the ability of their candidates and f;:very incentive to give the
right teacher to the right school. The Bridge Teachers' Agency has
been of much service to me as a teacher. I have fOund it very prompt
in getting word of vacancies and generally wise in its selections of teach~
ers. J know that its managers do not throw off all responsibility when
their commisslOll has been received, but still follow their candidate with
their interest and advice that he may be thoroughly successful in his new
position.
A. J. CURTIS. St;pt. Schools. Uxbridge. Mass. I can with pleasure
speak. a ~ood word for your Agency and recommend it to supenntendents
and teachers for l kllOW som~ of the excellent work it hitS done, as I
have made lise of it \vith the 1110st satisfactory results. I consider your
Agency the best medium through which to secure competent teachers,
and for teachers and superintendents to ol;>titin desirable positions.'
c,;. S. ALEXANDER, Prill. Day St. Grammar chool, Fitchburg.
Mass. rrhe hridge Te<lchcrs' A~ency has been of real aid to me and I
feel perfectly satisfied with what It has done.
E W. NEWTON, Prill. Hi!(h School, Newmarket, N. H. I wish
to thank you for the prompt and effective manner in which you have
served me. I admire the energetic way you have of domg- business.
A. M. FREb:M ..A..N, Prof. Sciences, Tabor Academy•.Marion, 1\13SS.
[ want to speak a good word for your agency for I feel that you have
been (If great !"ervlce to rile since my connection with your firm. You did
a grand thin~ f(lr me when you sent me down here.
H. W. RICE. Prin. Lewis High School Southington. Coon. My
opinion. of the Bridge Teachers' Agency could not fail to be favorable,
from the Simple fact that it helped me to a good position. [think its
methods of work differ from those of other agencies. 111 that it does not
merely dire~t the teacher where to make application; it works for him,
al)d that, too, prumptly.
Registration blank free. Bridg~ & Scott" Managers, Studio Building, 110 Tremont Sf. Boston.
Three little maids from school are we,
Hungry as we can be,
Off we'll 1(0 to the Bakery,
Where we can get fancy Biscuit, small Cakes in large vari-




A full line constalHly on' hane!. Repairing neatly done.
Men's Ladies', MiRses' and Children's
MAIN STREET, BRlDGEW ATER.
IS FREETUITlO
to all who intend to teach in the schools of Mas-
sachusetts. Entrance examinations, Wednesday,
February 10, 1892. Spring term begins Thursday,
mornilig, February II. 1892.
For circular apply to
ALBERT G. BOYDEl, Principal.
This Institution is one of the six State Normal
Schools under the direction of the Massachusetts
Board of Education, and is open to gentlemen not
less than seventeen years of age, and ladies not
less than sixteen, who desire to prepare for teach-
ing in Common or High Schools.
It has two courses of study; one for two years,





Plain and Fancy Cr"ackers. Fruit in its season.
GROCERS,
CENTRAL SQUARE, BRIDGEWATER.
FINE CHOCOLATE GOODS AND CONFECTIONERY
HOOPER & CO.,
cJnr ~w rin~.
Vol. X. State Normal School, Bridgewater, Mass., January, 1892. No.5.
~6~ (!lorm"e ~ff~ring. work, and wish for them an even fuller measureof success than we have enjoyed.
EDITOl'l.[AL BOARD.
Published monthly during the School Year, by the Lyceum of the
Bridgewater State Normal School
TeriIlS: 1'5 cents pel~ yenr, pa}'able in advollce; Single
()opie"lO cent...
(Entered at the Post Office as second class mail matter.)
ASSISTANT EDITORS.
General Assistant, CHARLES E. JANVRIN, '93.
EMMA G. STEVENS, '92. MARY H. ROBBINS, '92.
REBECCA M. lTOWES, '92.
Business Manager, ROBERT "V. FULLER, '92.
Assistant Business Manager, EUGENE E. SOULE, '93.
~ r\. Y of us are apt to use much strength in
~l "crossing bridges before we come to them,"
but there is another kind of worry just as preva-
lent. "Ve are apt to carry a burden made up of
the mistakes of yesterdays. Learn each day's les-
son and let the day go. Begin each new day
afresh, helped by the lesson of yesterday, but free
from its burdens and mistakes. So will the future
become larger and better.
'~b\ E would like to speak a word for our suc-
~ cessors. While there are a few of the Ly-
ceum who are ready to do whatever they can for
the OFFERING, the larger part seem to lack a work-
ing interest in their paper. Take hold without
being urged and help the work along. Write
something. There is nothing to be afraid of and
much to be gained by the practice of putting
your thoughts on paper for the public to read.
We once more repeat our request to subscribers
in other places, to send us articles of general in-
terest, and personal items. All such will be grate-
fully received.
LOUIS A. CROCKER, '93.EDITOR-iN-CHIEF,
Copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price by the Rusiness
Manager.
The OFFERING is strictly a school paper, and all members oftheschool
are requested to contribute.
Ex-members and graduates of the school arc requested to keep us in-
formed of their whereabouts, and of allY other items of interest.
Articles for publication should be sent in before the 5th of the month.
Address communications to "THE NORMAL OFFERING" Normal Hall,
Bridgewater 1 :Mass.
The Editors reserve the privilege of rejecting any articles which are not
deemed satisfactory.
HENRY T. PRATT, Printer, Bric1ge"VVater, Mass.
~rITH this number the work of the present
W editorial boar~l comes to an end. The ed-
itor wishes to thank all those through whose as-
sistance the degree of success attained in the
present volume has been made possible. Special
acknowledgement is due to the associate editors
for their hearty support and cooperation. We
shall always look back with pleasure to our con-
nection with the On'gRINe, for although it has not
been possible to put as much time into the work
as we had desired, still we have received much
lasting good from the new associations and expe-
riences necessarily involved in the work. 1\1ost
of the associations have been very pleasant, and
we can heartily welcome our successors to the
SCHOLARSHIPS AT HARVARD FOR
NORMAL STUDENTS.
~rE hear a great deal at the present time
W about college scholarships, yet, I think it is
not generally known that the graduates of our
normal schools are especially favored in this re-
spect.
Harvard University offers special inducements
to normal students, to encourage them to carry
their preparations into a broader field than is
offered by the normal school.
There are eight scholarships of the annual
value of one hundred and fifty dollars each, in
the Lawrence Scientific School, one of the de-
partments of Harvard University, for the benefit
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of graduates of reputable normal schools in the
United States. The incumbents are originally
appointed for one year on the recommendation of
the principals of the normal schools from which
they have been severally graduated; these ap-
pointments may be annually renewed on the rec-
ommendation of the Faculty of the Scientific
School. I thin k there has not yet been a year
when all of these scholarships were taken. There
have been times, I believe, when the applications
have outnumbered the vacancies, but the faculty
do not always consider these applications favor-
ably. I am proud to say, however, that any man
coming well-recommended from the Bridgewater
ormal School, is sure to meet with a favorable
reception. More of these scholarships have been
held, I think, by Bridgewater men than by the
graduates of any other normal school, artd the
record of the Bridgewater graduates has always
been, up to the present time,' very satisfactory.
A student who wishes to become a candidate
for one of these scholarships, should send his ap-
plication to the Dean of the Lawrence Scientific
School- Prof. . S. Shaler - before May I st. of
the year in which he expects to graduate. The
recommendation of the principal of the normal
school should also be sent at this time. These
scholarships are usually assigned before Com-
mencement Day, which comes about tbe last of
June.
Now a word about the preparation which is
necessary in order that a man may make good
use of his time while at college. A student who
has had an ordinary high school training, includ-
ing French or German before entering Bridge-
water may at the end of the two years course en-
ter the Lawrence Scientific School and hope to
do good work. This does not mean that be can
pursue a course in the classics for the work of the
Lawrence Scientific School, as the name implies,
is concerned with the sciences, although if a man
is prepared for it, he may elect any course which
the College has to offer. In order for a man to
pursue a classical course, he needs a training
which is beyond the scope of the normal school
to furnish.
A man, coming from a normal school, mayen-
ter upon his work here without taking the pre-
scribed entrance examination. Such a one is
called a special student. He bas all the privileges
of other students but is not considered a candi-
date for a degree until he has satisfied the en-
trance requirements. All the work which he does
while here stands to his credit, and can be count-
ed by him for the degree after he has complied
with the entrance conditions.
You will probably ask what relation the Law-
rence Scientific School holds to Harvard College.
At the time the Lawrence Scientific School was
founded, it was tbe prevailing opinion among the
faculty that a man could be liberally educated on-
ly by a study of the classics; hence, when Hon.
Abbott Lawrence left a certain sum of money to
provide for instruction in the sciences in Harvard
College, tbe faculty were unwilling to allow this
kind of work to be counted for the degree of A. B;
they were at the same time unwilling that the
money should go elsewhere; so they compromised
by establishing what was then a separate school
for scientific work.
Agassiz, by his work in the Lawrence Scientific
School in its early days, made the courses tbere
so attractive that the men in the classical depart-
ment petitioned for leave to attend his lectures;
tben, later on, they asked to have this work count-
ed towards their degree, and gradually, one by
one, the courses in tbe Scientific School began to
be considered equivalent to the courses in the Col-
lege, so that today there i~ no distinction made
between the classical and scientific students.
One wbo graduates from the Scientific School
receives the degree of S. B.; while the degree of
A. B. is given to the graduate of the College, yet
the latter may have elected a course similar to
tbat for which the S. B. was.given and may never
have opened his Latin or Greek le:cicon after he
passed his entrance examinations.
For admission to the Scientific Scbool, Greek
and Latin are not necessary. This is tbe princi-
pal difference between the Lawrence Scientific
School and the College proper.
A full statement of the requirements for admis-
sion and of tbe courses of instruction offered, is
sen t to anyone upon application to the Secretary
of Harvard College. HARVARD '93.
-" When a singer's throat is raw, you can't ex-
pect her songs to be well done."
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TO A SKELETON.
The l\1SS. of this poem was said to have been found in the Museum
of the Royal College of Surgeons, in London, near a perfect human skel-
etoll. A reward was offered for the discovery of the author, but he was
never found.
Behold this ruin! 'Twas a skull
Once of ethereal spirit full.
This narrow cell was Life's retreat,
This space was Thought'S mysterious seat.
What beauteous visions filled this spot,
What dreams of pleasure long forgot!
Nor hope, !lor joy, nor love, nor fear,
Have left one trace of record here.
Beneath this mOllldering canopy
Once shone the bright and busy eye,
But start not at the dismal void,-
If social love that eye employed,
If with no lawless fire it gleamed,
But through the dews of kindness beamed,
That eye shall be forever bright
When stars and sun are sunk in night.
Within this hollow cavern hung
The ready, swift, and tuneful tongue;
If Falsehood's honey it disdained,
And when it could not praise was chained;
If bold in Virtue's cause it spoke,
Yet gentle concord never broke,-
This silent tongue shall plead for thee
When Time unveils Eternity I
Say, did these fingers delve the mine?
Or with the envied rubies shine?
To hew the rock or wear a gem
Can little now avail to them.
But if the page of Truth they sought,
Or comfort to the mourner brought,
These hands a richer meed shall claim
Than all that wait 011 Wealth and Fame.
Avails it whether bare or shod
These feet the paths of duty trod?
If from the bowers of Ease they fled,
To seek Affliction's humble shed;
If Grandeur's guilty bribe they spurnl d,
And home to Virtue's cot returned,-
These feet with angel wings shall vie,
And tread the palace of the sky!




];N studying a modern language, the end pro-
t posed will determine the manner of proceeding.
If the learner wishes to understand the printed
page, he will follow the method outlined in the
last num ber of this paper. No teacher is needed.
If he wishes to understand spoken language and
speak it, he needs from the beginning a teacher
with a good pronunciation. The manner of pro-
ceeding will be as for learning to read and under-
stand with this much added, that the learner will
not study any part before he has heard it pro-
nounced several times by his teacher. We sup-
pose the language to be French. This is the
method.
The teacher pronounces a certain amount of
matter, as it comes in the book; of examples, vo-
cabularies, and exercises. The amount must vary
with the capacity and diligence of the learner.
Difficult words and sentences must be pronounced
several times by the teacher. .
The learner looks carefully at each sentence
as it is pronounced.
He studies then the given task first so that he
can read it fluently and understand what it means
in English. All his studying is to be done aloud.
When he comes before his teacher, the teacher
reads to him the lesson while he listens with
closed book. If he does not understand, he
stops the teacher. The teacher may test him by
requiring him to translate. Then the learner
covers the French and looking at the English in
his key he produces aloud the correct French he
learned to read. This must be done until he can
reproduce the French promptly and naturally.
Before a new lesson is attempted all previous les-
sons are reviewed until six lessons are mastered.
After that at least the last six lessons are reviewed
before the new lesson is recited. No sentence,
once studied, must be allowed to be forgotten.
This means earnest work. It will seem difficult
in the beginning, but it is the shortest and quick-
est way of learning a language.
The teacher uses French exclusively as fast as
the student learns it, employing the interrogative
analysis.
When the greater part of the books (mentioned
on p. 42) which contain in systematic order all
the parts of the language, is well mastered, les
sons are taken occasionally from other books con-
taining stories and descriptions. These books at
first ought to have the translation opposite, until
the greater part of the vocabulary in common use
is acquired.
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The teacher reads these books first aloud sel·-
eral times and explains difficult passages. The
learner studies in the way indicated above, so
that he can understand all when he hears the
teacher reading and can reproduce the French
when he looks at the English.
Then the teacher tells in his own words a cer-
tain amount of what the student has learned. The
student tells in his own words what he so learned.
Lastly the teacher passes over the contents of the
subjects read so many times, asking questions,
using especially the interrogative analysis, and
engaging the learner in conversation. This con-
versation will be easy and instructive, as the sub-
j ect is always known. By various turns the
teacher may throw new ligh t on the subject and
the learner will imperceptibly gain the knowledge
of using the language as the medium of communi-
cation between himself and any Frenchman he
. may meet.
This method applies equally well to Latin and
Greek. Instead of wasting a great amount of
time on writing composition in Latin, if the stu-
dent translates all the Latin in his first book,
Reader or Caesar, into English and then studies
the Latin till he can reproduce orally and in wri-
ting the identical Latin by looking at his English
translation, he will learn Syntax, position of
words, arrangement of clauses, etc. without mak-
ing mistakes, which in writing what is commonly
called composition, are so easily made and so
painfully corrected.
A student who is not willing to learn all the in-
flections of verbs, pronouns, nouns, etc. thorough-
ly, need not hope to succeed. Conjugating whole
sentences in the affirmative, negative and inter-
rogative forms will give great power to form other
sentences by analogy, for man learns to speak
and extemporize not by reciting ready made sen-
tences but by forming them by analogy. "The
acquisitions of memory are limited, those of judg-
ment are without bounds."
Tile above expose is mainly the rational method
of Claude Marcel with such modifications as long
study and experience have made desirable.
The writer learned by the method described
Spanish in two months, Swedish in five weeks,
and other languages in a comparatively short time,
besides performing his regular work; he taught
Spaniards English in about two months, so that
they could pursue their studies with profit.
A STRANGE DISPLACEMENT.
~HEY have a heifer at the University of Penn-
._~. sylvania Veterinary School which has at-
tracted considerable attention. She is a brindle
yearling of usual size and good health, but unlike
any other ever known. Her heart is entirely out-
side of the bony cavity of the chest, and hangs
loose!y in the dewlap, where its pulsations may
easily be seen. One can hold it in his hands and
feel it beat between them. Apparently the ani-
mal suffers no inconvenience whatever on account
of the position of her erratic organ. She comes
of perfectly normal parents, and the doctors are
agreed that it is the strangest case of displace-
ment on record .
GEOGRAPHY.
11. N essential condition for making a logical
Pill. course of study and teaching correctly the
subject of Geography is an understanding of what
Geography is, its scope, and its utility.
Ritter, in his Comparative Geography, Intro-
ductory chapter, laid the foundations of modern
geography. He defined the subject as knowledge
of Earth as th~ dwelling place of man, he shows
geography to be a science, intimately related to
other sciences, and indicates what as a science it
can accomplish.
Stradley, in his Lectures on Geography, clearly
shows why division into elementary and scientific
geography is necessary and what their relation is.
He sketches the growth of knowledge of the form,
movements, and magnitude of the earth and of
the construction of maps.
The progress of geographical discovery, the op-
erations of physical forces on terrestrial phenom-
ena, the relation of geology to geography are
tersely stated.
The phenomena of life, the doctrine of evolu-
tion under varying terrestrial conditions, the place
of man, his dependence, physical and intellectual,
on geographical influences are strikingly set forth.
The book is remarkable in that it is simply
packed with energizing, forceful thoughts.
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Keltie's Applied Geography is exceedingly val-
uable in illustrating the utility of geographical
knowledge. The first four chapters portray the
conception of geography, indicate the various fac-
tors with which it deals, and shows what bearings
these have on the interests of industry and com-
merce.
Africa is dealt with from this point of view and
he discovers from a consideration of its varied ge-
ography, what is its present value to commerce,
and what are its prospects in the future from the
commercial and Colonial standpoint.
The geographical conditions of the great sec·
tions that make up the British Empire are inves-
tigated and their commercial value estimated.
The last chapter treats of the actual and possi-
ble geographical distribution of some of the com-
mon commodities of commerce. The book con-
tains II maps and diagrams.
Ritter, that remarkable German pioneer of ge-
ography, Lieut.-Gen. Straclley, Pres. of the Royal
Geographical Society, and J. Scott Keltie, Libra-
rian of the Royal Geog. Society, in these three
books, show clearly and forcefully what modern
geography means and its utility, and to a teacher
desirous of knowing and teaching the relations of
geography to the progress of civilization are
never failing sources of inspiration and power.
Comparative Geography, Ritter, American Book Com-
pany; Lectures on Geography, Stradley, 21 J pp. Willard
Small, Boston; Applied Geog., Keltie, 169 pp. Chas. Scrib-
ner's Sons, N. Y.
SPELLING IN THE HIGH SCHOOL.
~HERE is probably no branch of element:!ry
.,{@'. knowledge in which the average scholar is so
deficient when he enters the high school as spell-
ing. In the most common words, letters are
dropped or doubled at random. In many cases
the spelling vocabulary is very limited.
I believe that this branch should be brought
into every lesson in all the primary and grammar
grades except perhaps the first primary.
The pupils writing the words from dictation is
good but oral spelling should find a place.
There is a tendency in these times to altogether
omit the spelling by syllable, but there is no
better way to fix a word, since this method usually
shows root, prefix and suffix.
But it is not my purpose to speak of the work
in the lower grades. The question that comes to
th~ high school teacher is " How can I best teach
spelling in my school?" [n most schools a period
cannot be g-iven for it each day, nor is this neces,
sary as the spelling can be brought into nearly all
the other bra nches.
The spelling can be best taken in connection
with the language work.
The study of roots, prefixes, suffixes and deriv·
atives; the changes in spelling as found in the
study of literature.
At the close of a science lesson take five min-
utes for the spelling of the new words noticing any
peculiarities.
Be very careful in the correction of all written
work. Have the pupil rewrite. As often as once
a week have a lesson, containing all the new
words and some of the more familiar ones, placed
on the board for the scholars to learn. Have this
written and corrected by the pupils, the teacher
giving the correct form.
Give exercises in which the pupil writes all the
words he can with c~rtain prefixes or suffixes.
There are many other ways of doing this work
but these are a few which have proved helpful to
me. E. L. C.
CLASS PROPHECY.
[i1HE other summer while journeying through
";1@ the northern part of Maine, I had the great
good fortune to stop at the little village of West
Pemaguisset. It is famous on account of a pool
situated in the heart of it, which from its wonder-
ful properties is called The Magic Pool. It lies
in the depths of a thick grove of trees, so dark
and dreary, that it strikes one with terror upon
entering it. After passing through this one clear
night at the full of the moon I came suddenly
upon the object of my search. It seemed to be
immeasurably deep and its surface, clear as.crys-
tal at times, again would be fanned by the wind
into ripples, which assumed the most fantastic
and weird shapes. It was only on a clear night
that the magic properties of the pool could be
tested and as I arrived there at this most oppor-
tune time I determined to seek the fate of the
class of January '92.
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It was late at night, the full moon being almost
in the zenith, and everything seemed dark and
shadowy. I stood on a huge stone a short dis-
tance from the pool and after turning around
three times I cast a pebble into its depths.
I waited and watched, and, in the silence which
followed, my thoughts dwelt lingeringly on the
past; but a gently rippling instantly brought me
to the present in time to see slowly but distinctly
a face and form come to view. I gazed astonished,
for the reflection was so indistinct that were it
not for the familiar expression of the dark eyes,
regarding me so mournfully, I should have failed
to recognize one who in bygone days dwelt in the
sandy town of spruces and tall pines. Ambition
hath in her case as in many others, shattered a
great and wonderful brain, whose active powers
are well remembered. By her earnest and untiring
zeal, she has roused her native town from its
quiet slumber. It has awakened to the young
girl's call, put forth its best endeavors, and per-
haps its quiet nap hath but prepared it for the ac-
tive future. A magic wand seems to have
touched everything, removing the dust and care
of the past, and promising peace and happiness
hereafter. Business and prosperity are linked to-
gether, and all is activity, save in one secluded
street where, over an office door, the very unas-
suming name of " Fickett" is written. The many
visitors to the busy town throng this retired spot,
in hopes to obtain one glimpse of her who played
the fairy godmother. Having at last grown wea-
ry from her exertions, she now seeks entire seclu-
·sion, leaving a name which will be long remem-
bered as that of an ideal benefactor.
The vision faded and again the ripples formed.
This time they took very distinctly the form of a
large stone block, situated in the centre of the
business portion of a large city. As I looked
again, the proprietor came out, in whom I recog-
nized our" Man One." For the clerks who stood
one side to let him pass, he had a kindly word or
pleasant smile. He stepped into his comfortable
carriage which was waiting for him and was rolled
to his beautiful home in the suburb.
A dark cloud obscured the moon, and the sur-
face of the water grew calm and still. When the
moon emerged, the objects around seemed to
grow brighter although they were still dream-like
and indistinct and strange.
Before me lay some foreign city. Everything
was new to me, the buildings, the inhabitants and
the trees and flowers. 'Tis Nan kin, and there is
the Tower of Porcelain, strange and old, with its
wonderful, ninefold painted balconies uplifted to
the skies. I heard the soft melodious chimes of
those far-famed porcelain bells which seemed to
fill my soul with nobler thoughts. As I looked
to the right of this tower, I saw, at a short dis-
tance, a tall structure of brick, across the front of
which were written these words -Nankin Nor-
mal School. Est. 1899, The principal, clad in'
native garb, stood on the steps, about to leave
the building. Something about this tall dignified
woman seemed strangely familiar, and upon look-
irig more closely, I discovered that it was our
classmate from Walpole, who having severed all
home ties, had come here to start a Co-educa-
tional School, on strictly Normal principles.
A faint breeze swept over the pool towards me,
bearing the faint odor of roses and soon there ap-
peared on its surface, a dainty little note which
read thus:
N. Y. Dec. 14 1897.
To the Class of January, 1892.
Greetings:
Dear friends and classmates, you
would please me very much and secure for your-
self some enjoyment if you could be persuaded;
one and all to be present at a select gathering at
my home, Thursday, Dec. 17.
Rev. G. L. DeW. in whom I am especially in-





A sudden splash, but I covered my dazzled eyes,
for an image, white as snow, with downcast eyes
and energetic movements, appeared and disap-
peared again and again, so that not until some
time had elapsed, did I feel assured that in one
of its hands, a man's form was visible.
Can it be she is a country Baptist minister?
Alas! no, far from that. It is but the sequel
which sometimes follows the closest of human ties.
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An attachment formed in her youth was so
strong, as to induce her to give her hand in mar-
riage to this unfortunate (shall we say?) young
man, who now discovers in the frequent matrimo-
nial discussions which take place, that his wife is
a believer in women's rights, and that the best
method which she adopts to silp.nce her mate, is a
succession of dips in the refreshing waters of
some secluded nook.
While pondering over the fate of this member
of our class, I heard a deep, low sound like thun-
der, which came from the very depths of the pool.
The water immediately began to boil and bubble,
and a huge stream was thrown into the air to a
great height, apparently due to some subterranean
cause. When it subsided, the ripples failed to
take any definite shape. I knew not what to do.
Was I to be left with the destinies of the class
but half told? In despair I cast another pebble
into the pool. I waited with an anxious heart,
but after what seemed an interminable time, my
efforts were rewarded with success.
There on its surface, was one of the standard
magazines of the day, opened at a page where I
read the following:
" A very important work has just been given to
the world by a young lady from Marshfield, which
already ranks among the standard literature. The
best feature of the book is that it is founded on
experience and not theory. One very striking re-
mark is to this effect:
'Young friends! you who are likely to appoint
places for chance (?) meetings; be sure to select a
tree without a brain, or you may live to rue the
day.' "
First the words grew unintelligible, then faded
away; after, the whole form of the book slowly
but surely changed, and in its place I saw a room
which was evidently the work shop of an inven-
tor. Seated in the farther corner of the room, was
a girl with fair wavy hair. Some bygone recollec-
tion seemed to please her greatly, for suddenly
she shook with unrestrained laughter. I knew
her then immediately. As I watched her closely
I saw that she was busily engaged in perfecting
some minute apparatus destined to make her fa-
mous. It was an appliance for so fastening Ve-
netian shutters, that it would be utterly impossi-
ble for any impertinent person to look through
them from the outside. This appliance will soon
be adopted by all the Normal Schools in the land.
Again and quietly the water took the form of
one who was small, with a rosy, laughing face,
dark brown eyes, and light wavy hair. One of
whom much is now heard, as the brightest star in
the theatrical world. Very profitably were Shake-
speare's plays perused by her in school days long
since passed, but the ability which she then
showed to interpret the great author's thought,
was but the forerunner of the success which con-
stantly crowns her efforts. After much study,
she appeared upon the stage and the enthusiastic
reception which greets her night after night, as
. she appears before the public, testifies to the skill
which she has acquired, and the place which she
holds in the hearts of her audience.
It was sometime before r could interpret the
next scene before me, but finally decided it was
laid in a pretty village in southern Germany
where one of our class is studying music under the
Grand masters. The very waves harmonized with
the thought as they charmed me with their gentle
rippling, and I seemed to see him stand once
more before us as of yore, thrilling our souls with
sweet melodies as he sings:
"It is God's own harmony,
This wind we hear in the chimney."
The moonlight gleamed on the cypress and ce-
dar trees and "down through their broken vaults
it fell as through chinks in a ruin." One ray,
falling on the water, gave to it a strange light,
and the image which had now formed was of sur-
prising brilliancy. I was in the interior of some
one's study. On the table and shelves, I saw
skulls, and jars evidently containing different
parts of the human body. Other paraphernalia
of the medical profession lay about, and on the
wall hung a huge chart of the human heart. Is
it possible that one of our members has become a
doctor? Yes, it must be so, for faintly outlined
on the door, I read this sign, -- M. D. Office
Hours I to 2.30 P. M. Specialty-Diseases of
the Heart. Chronic Affections treated from 6 to
7 P. M.
As before, the image gradually faded away, but
none came to take its place. Having profited by
former experience, r cast a third pebble into the
pool and once more met with success.
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A gentle murmuring, and there came to view a
face of which I know but little, a veritable wood-
nymph, with no thoughts of the past, living in the
present, about whom many a mystic tale is woven.
It is whispered that in the secluded nooks and
quiet distant places in the woods, a hand gently
gathers the choicest blossoms, and plucks the rar-
est fruits, collects the various nuts and berries,
carries the many rare insects to a more secret hi-
ding place; a face peers searchingly into the
• small streams after the tiny fishes; here and there
the fleet feet hasten in quest of· butterflies and
tame birds, and it is even said that a large num-
ber of small animals have succumbed to the
charms of this maiden's eyes. As surely as sum- .
mer follows spring, and the cool autumn hastens
to give place to fierce winter, a huge box mysteri-
ously appears at Brown University, the improved
condition of the natural science department testi-
fying to the value of the work done by this" nut-
Brown mayde."
Again a murmur and another face and form ap-
peared, in whose dark eyes lay a world of latent
fire, and whose forehead indicated great power
and strength. One, of whom much is now heard
as the editor-in-chief of one of our leading educa-
tional papers. She is noted for her bright and
pithy sayings, and her many articles are read with
zest by all our great educators. Our Sarah has
indeed climbed high on the ladder of fame.
The next scene was laid in the Old World,
where we find one of our friends, excited and in-
terested in a new case just at hand. We learn
that massage treatment is the specialty of the one
in whom we are interested. Sprains and bruises
receive immediate attention by her who has
learned that, "Experience is a hard teacher," and
"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure."
The waters had ceased rippling and all was si-
lent once more, when suddenly through the still
woods echoed a loud and commanding call, fol-
lowed by intense quiet. Looking down into the
depths of the little lake, whose waters were again
in motion and from whence the sound proceeded,
a familiar face and form was distinctly visible.
A head crowned with an abundance of dark
brown hair, a face oft seen in Woodward Hall, a
black gymnasium suit, and those familiar words,
words destined to call forth many memories of
the past. "Right foot forward, fall out." Baron
Posse's excellen t system has pwved too alluring
to this maiden, and she is now a devoted teacher
of the Ling system, as assistant in the Bridgewa-
ter State Normal School.
The face and form disappeared with another
low rumbling sound, and after another subterra-
nean commotion, the ripples ceased altogether.
But I was satisfied as the destinies of the class of
Jan. '92 had been foretold. With a strange feel-
ing at heart caused by the display of these magi-
cal properties, and after looking once more at the
now calm surface of this Magic Pool, I turned
my steps homeward.
A TEACHING EXERCISE.
~ 0 you have any difficulty in your teaching in
If} securing the right words? If so the following
illustration may help you and renew your courage.
A Sunday School teacher giving a blackboard
exercise.
"Walk In" printed in large letters on board to
begin with. Supt. states that walk in is synono-
mous with" welcome," and an invitation to loiter-
ers at the door, but this was not all.
I will put something before it, continues Supt.
drawing with green chalk.
"Now what is this?"
Pause.
" Come, don't be afraid to answer. '\That does
it resemble ?"
" A cabbage," ventures one.
.. Not quite."
" A cauliflower."
" A bunch of leaves."
"No! no! why, bless me, can't you see what it
is? Now what do we make salad out of?"
c. Lobster I"
"Yes, and something else. Now think."
" Lettuce," shouts one.
" That's it! Lettuce, let us walk in." And
the Supt. drew himself up with the consciousness
of having done well.
"Very well, where shall we walk in, my young
friends? Shall we walk in -- darkness?" Of
course that suggests the right answer, and he
writes it on the blackboard.









~HE regular time set apart for general exercise
'-i®' is now taken for singing, in preparation for
graduation. The selections to be sung are, Naz-
areth (Christmas Anthem), with chorus, and Hark
The Curfew's Solemn Sound.
The effect, produced by the superior advanta-
ges of the new assembly hall and the large num-
ber of pupils in attendance is especially notice-
able.
THE LIBRARY.
~HROUGHOUT the new building finishing
'-i® touches are continually being made. The li-
'- brary is not fully completed but rapid progress is
evident. This department, so well adapted to
the special needs of the pupils, will be highly ap-
preciated. A large number of books and pamph-
lets have recently been added, and will prove a
valuable addition.






Debate j Resolved that
the universal language.
The first speaker in the affirmative was Miss
Nickerson. A few of the reasons stated for adopt-
ing this resolution were as follows:
Volapiik is for international convenience. It is
to be learned after the mother tongue and is not
intended to supplant it. A prominent character-
istic of this language is simplicity, shown by its
regular rules with no exceptions. Its growth has
been rapid, and it has already been adopted by
many famous people.
Miss Hunter was the first speaker in the nega-
tive.
She distinguished between a universal language
and an international, commercial, scientific, or di-
plomatic language. She said that Volapi.ik could
not be used by the nations in addition to their
own languages and at the same time be called a
universal language, but must in order to become
such supplant the mother tongue. She maintained
that VoJapiik was not a development, was not a
perfect artificial languaga adapted to the Aryan
people, could not be set to music or written in po-
etical form without violation of its rigid rules.
Mr. Kirmayer spoke in general debate, also
Miss Lovell, and Messrs. Harriman, Leonard,
Paul and Packard.
Mr. Kirmayer said: Volapiik lacks the Ro-
man strength characteristic of the English Lan-
guage.
It has not the elements of a universal lan-
guage because its alphabet is not adapted to the
speech of all nations.
The question then returned to the regular dis-
putants, Miss Stevens taking the affirm. and
Miss Alger the negative. Opposing arguments
were discussed and the use of the language as a
means of producing a bond of union between the
nations was emphasized. After voting, the
weight of opinion was found to favor the nega-
tive.
GRADUATING CLASS, JAN. '92.
FOUR YEARS' COURSE.
Jenney, Charles A. Brockton.
Fickett, Mary G. East Bridgewater.
Thompson, Clara E. Quincy.
TWO YEARS' COURSE.
Fuller, Robert W. Boston.
Barker, Helen D. Bridgewater.
Brown, Ella J. Plymouth.
Ewell, Ellen B. East Marshfield.
Hewitt, Sarah D. Bridgewater.
Healey, Mattie Bridgewater.
Hunt, Emma VV. Peterboro', N. H.
Robbins, Mary H. Walpole.
Snow, Celia Wellfleet.
Stevens, Emma G. Newton Highlands.
Weston, Annie H. Middleboro'.
PERSONALS.
-D. A. Pingree is teaching at Southwick.
-Miss L. F. Drake is teaching at Bridgewater
Iron Works.
-Mr. Alvan A. Sweet is teaching at his home
in Elliot, Conn.
-J. H. Lewis died at Provincetown, Dec. 14,
1891, of heart_disease.
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Always One Price. T, 3, BAILEY &CO, Coods not misrepresented.
All the Latest Styles in Young Mens' Clothing for Fall and Winter wear found in our stock,
from the Boston and ew York markets. Well marie llwl perfect in fit. In our Hat Department will
be found all the New Shapes in the latest styles. Also a fine lot of Gent's furnishings.
T. S. BAILEY & CO., One Price Clothiers and Gent's Outfits. 160 Main St., Cor. Elm, Brockton.
-Miss Minnie Schuyler has been given an as-
sistant in her school at Walpole.
-Miss A. N. Rogers is teaching in the pri-
mary department at Brookville, Mass.
-Miss Stella Sprague has resigned her position
in Brockton and returns to her former school in
Marshfield.
-Miss Gertrude Eager has resigned her po-
sition in Shirley, not being satisfied with the
grade of work.
-The engagement of Merle A. Drake of Lin-
coln to Leila F. Drake of Easton was announced
Christmas day.
-Among our visitors this month were ~1iss
Cushing of Brockton, Miss Hutchinson of 1 atick,
Miss Keene of Cohasset, Miss Grace Park from
Boston Normal School, Miss Lillian Park from
Boston High School, Miss Lillian Curtis from
Wellesley College, Misses Howard, Howland,
Louise Keith, Bates, Minnie Schuyler, Allen, Lin-
coln, Eager, Winifred Bates, Leila Drake.
Among the gentlemen were Mr. Hagar of the
State annal School at Salem, Messrs. Perry,
Kirlllayer, Adams, W. N. Crocker, Fred Sears,
K. Winslow, Herrick, M. A. Drake. Harty An-
drews of Somerville, and Arthur Lincoln of Cam-
bridge.
LOCALS.
-" A cubic yard is a cube whose edge is one
side."
-A little boy said, "If i-n spells in, I suppose
n-i spells out."
-The Art of Book-keeping in three words-
" Don't lend them."
-Cities don't have town meetings because
they can't" hire a hall.";
-When do the towns hold their annual meet-
ings?" "Once a year, I think."
-The Gymnasium seems to be the place for
the congregation of the visitors, thirty. two being
present at one time last Friday afternoon.
-1£ you want to be well informed, take a pa-
per. Even a paper of pins will give you some
good points.
-Teacher -" Why should we breathe thro'
the nose?" Pupil-" Because it was made to
breathe through."
-Perhaps it was the Thanksgiving turkey that
Shakespeare alluded to when he said, "Fair is
fowl and fowl is fair."
-A correspondent, who does not give his full
name, sends a poem headed: "Are you weary?"
We have read it attentively and can truly say we
are.
-Bacon says that gentle walking is good for
the stomach. One remarked that our stomachs
must be in good condition, we do so much gentle
walking.
-The old building has been sold to Mr. Elwell
for 150 .and already the work of taking it down
has begun. The pupils went in for a last look at
the familiar places, and were much interested in
overhauling old books and papers which they
found there.
-After a lesson on Longfellow, the teacher
told her pupils to ask their parents about this
man. The next day one little fellow was feeling
hurt because his folks had never heard of such a
person. ., As whom" said the teacher. "Why,
Mr. Longlegs."
-One of our number had the following pecu-
liar experience. Going into a studio she said to
a young man, " Have you" Alone in the World?"
He looked at her a few moments in amazement
and then said, " Well, not exactly." He thought
she said, " Are you alone." _
-A man said that the cows were destroying
his corn, beginning on the outside rows, and to
prevent this he was not going to have any outside
rows. Like the irishman who wasn't going to
put on his new shoes until he had worn them sev-
eral days. So it has been suggested by circum-
stances that it might be a good plan not to have
any lessons directly after vacation.
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To dress well is economy. Well made and perfect fitting Garments are not only pleasing to the
eye, but they are much more serviceable than cheap and poor fitting garments and therefore cost less
in the long run, in purchasing apparel of any kind every man should seek a reliable guarantee of
quality, and there is no guarantee better than that of long established success and honorable reputa-
tion, success and good reputation come only from honorable dealing, experience, and knowledge, and
that means a conscientious regard for every customer's welfare, and taste and judgment to supply
them. \Ve are fully alive to the fact that our continued prosperity depends on your good will, your
confidence, on your satisfaction with our goods and our methods, and if ~'ou are not already a customer,
we desire to make you one by proving to you that we know how to meet your wants, by placing our
knowledge and experience at your service, and always giving )OU the best possible value for your
money, in a word, making it for your interest, when in want of a Spring Overcoat, Suit, Hat, or allY
article of Furnishing Goods to come to Brockton and trade with us.
is a great issue before the
SILVER ~1ew Congress. It is a greate.rIssue at home. Whether prI-
ces shall be so high that peo-
ple will not buy more than the necessaries of life,
or whether by reducing prices to a point where
people will be glad to buy
EOSTON.
HOWARD & CALDWELL, 134 to 140 Main St., Brockton.
-------- I
BERKELEY SCHOOL. FREE
Y. M. c. A. BUILDING,
BOYLSTON. CORNER BERKELEY ST.
CO-EDUCATIONAL.
12 ROOMS. 14 TEAGHERS. 150 PUPILS.
Jndorsed by many Clergymen of different de-
nominations, and by the officers of the
Y. M. C. A. .
PRIMARY, GRAMMAR,
AND HIGH SCHOOL GRADES.
COURSES ARRANGED FOR SPECIAL
STUDENTS.
SPECIAL REPUTATION IN FITTING FOR
COLLEGES, MEDICAL, AND LAW
SCHOOLS AND FOR THE
MASS. I STlTUTE OF TECH TOLOGY.
Send for Triennial Catalogue.
~igl\tl\ ye~11' 01?ell~ Sept. 41 '91.
TAYLOR, DEMERITTE & HAGAR,
Principals.
Is A Great Question.
'vVe believe in the latter course. y.,'e hope you
call find time to examine our new figures.•
C. W. BIXBY & CO., BROCf(TON,
CLOTHIERS. HATIERS, FURNISHERS.
ALWAYS
To be found in our Stock,
Afull line of seasonable
CLOTHING, HATS and FURNISHINGS.
McELROY
One price to all. and
CUSHMAN.
City Block, BrocAton.
A full line of
Ladies' and Gent's Gymnasium
Shoes in Stock.
Adopted shoe of the
Boston Athletic Association.
R. FERGUSON.
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~OSTON, ~I-{ICjIGO, J*IErW Y·ORK AND Ros iNGErLErS
TEACHERS' AGE TClES.
\Vc have 1)lneed ch"'ill':':- tbe Ita",t aI..'t'e )'CRl'1i, Il6 g:I'udn;ltt·s of Ibe R"idg(~'VR'C"NO"Inal School.
Large numhers of public school oliiccrs from all sections of the country, including morc than eighty-nine per cent
of the Superintendents of Massachusetts, have applicd to this Agency for teachers.





Blank Books, Tooth Brushes, Indelible Ink, .
Confectionery, Pure Drugs and Medicines.
FOUND, >~..-
o&~~ THE PLAGE """"",.-~Gp~~
FROST & ADAMS,
Importers and 'Vholesale Dealers In





Send for IJluotrated Catalogue and mention this paper
Special rates to Teachers and' Academies.
where you can get the best hat for your money.
FlH8JIt8gRAFlH $.
D. L. BODFISH,
CENTRAL SQUARE, BRfDGEW ATER.
EYE SHADES, MAGNIFYL TG GLASSES,
Scissors 8~~ fi~o Pockot K~i~os,
H, A., dLARK,
Come in and see the new
~YJ 1j llilb(fdf ti ~ ,'~ dl:1®Q)
First·class work guaranteed.
]cwellel',
Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing.
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
----OF ALL KINDS ----
82 and 8~ \Vashington St., Boston. 263. 265 """abash Ave., Chicag-o.
Special rates to Teachers and Academies.
Geo. F. Iiin;:; and lUe.·rilJ,




SUltCI'iol' '0 all olhel'S.
Price, $1.00 per Gross, 11 Gross for $10,
Mailed Free of Postage.
3i gross, assorted, of Ollr many grades
sent on receipt of 2S cents as samples.
Olfice of Ifimllall'S Busilless College, 424
ftfaill st., TVorces!e,.. lIftlss., Feb. 9. 1886.
CEO. F KINC.-DearSir:
Your" onparei! Office Pen" is one of the
best for business writing that Thave ever used.
During twenty years as a professional pell-
man I have been vcrv particular in the choice
of pens, and I regard your" Nonpareil" as





FINE COLORS, BRUSHES, DRAWrNG PAPERS,
CANVAS, EASELS, PA, ELS,
SKETCH BOXES, ETC.




LADIES' HAIR CUTTING A SPECIALTY.
THE NORMAL OFFERING.
EASTERN TEAGHERS' AGENGY.
For good positions in all ~EACHERS WANTED grades. Normal and Col-
lege graduates preferred. Application form and circulars sent on request. School officials placed
immediately in correspondence with desirable candidates. REGISTER NOW.
E. F. Foster, Manager, 50 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
For Fruits. Canned
and Bottled goods,-
also meats of all kinds
call at
can show you a full line of
Hours, 9 to 12 and 1 to 5·
CRANE & BURRILL A, I.SIMMONS'
MARKET.
Court Plastor a~o Mucila[o,GOODROYSTERS
KENNEDY'S CRACKERS, NEW FIGS,
DATES, PRUNES, CANDY, NUTS, ETC.
We have them by the plate, quart, or gallon.
C. R. SMITH & CO.
W1L([8X BR8JItIU!R$.
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION.
I announce to the citizens of Bridgewater
that I have my
®evotcd to ~Elucatio1(, Stie1(cc, ~itetattu'e.
VTEEKLY $2_50 A YEAR,
A. E. WINSHIP, Editor.
t
Fall a~o Wi~tor Li~o of Sam~IBs
o£ :my o-w-u and
Go W, 'SIMMONS &GO'S LINES,
• This Journal gives its readers the greatest variety of the
best in
FACT, PHILOSOPHY, METHODS, POETRY,
LITERARY CRITICISM, TRAVEL,
SCIE CE, ART. REPORTS OF EDUCATIONAL,
MEETINGS, NEWS ETC.
All repairing neatly done•
C_ F_ JY-[YER_
CE TRAL SQUARE, BRIDGEWATER.
he leading Ornithological Monthly.
It is especially a representative organ of Collecting Natu-
ralists. Send fa cents for copy of magazine and catalogue.
A full line of all goods required by students in all branches
of Natural History.
409 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.FRAN K B. WEBSTER,
STUffED BIRDS, BIRD SKINS AND EGGS.
Ornithologist and OologistPublishersof the
NEW ENGLA D PUBLISHING CO.
3 Somerset St., Boston.
Should be taken by every Professor, Teacher and Friend
of Education throughout the Country.
In order to make its merits better known, we offer to send
the J6URNAL for two mOllths for only 25 cents. This hardly
covers the cost of paper and mailing, but take. this method
of introducing it.
Send in your order at once and you will be amply rewarded
for your trouble. .
THE NOHMAL OFFERING.
Supplies reliable teachers with positions and always, Wants such.
Bridgewater 'students are invited'to register now for fall schools. Send for applioation 'blank to
F. B. SPAULDING, Manager, 36 Bromfield Street, Boston.













We aim to keep a complete Shoe Store, wbere
all the latest styles of the best manufactLlre can
,always be found.
All grades will be just as represented. We
make a specialty of solin goods and hope in this
manner to hold our old customer!" and gain more.
I n order to secure as large a trade as possibe
frum your school we will give a
Discount of 10 percent.
to any student or teacher who will present this ad-
vertisement, and, remember this, to no one beside.
You can select your goods and get the price be-
fore presenting the advertisement. The only line'
on which we can give no discount is the W. L.
Douglas Sho~. Remember the place.
BEALS & ORCUTT,
CLARK'S BLOCK, 84 MAIN STREET, BROCKTON'.
THE NEW ENGLAND BUREAU OF EDUCATION.
" [ have accepted the school at Watertown; of ,..hich va-
cancy you notified me; salary, $500. Will send you com-
mission within a month .,
Sudbury, Mass. M1SS R. H. J;l.
"I am well pleased with the school you secured for me,
and the town and people as well. I thank you for your
valuable assistance."
.fIamstead, .tV: .fI. W. D. R.
"You have shown great activity and promptness in noti-
fying me of vacancies, and I thank you most heartily."
East Omnge, .tV: J. Eo R. P.
" I have registered in several agencies, in this part of the
country, but have more confidence in you than in any other."
" Fort Collins, Col. M. B.
".I have accepted the Jlositio'n in Memphis, Tenn., which
you secured for me; salary, $900. Thanks for your efficient
service in my behalf."
H. L. B. A1tlmntdale, Mass. Mrss S. G. F.
Apply to HIRAM ORCUTT, 3 Somerset Street, Boston, Mass.-
This Bureau is the oldest in New England and has gained a national reputation.
We are constantly receiving calls for teachers of every grade, and from
every State and Territory and' from abro~d.
What our Patrons Say of Us:
From Han. JOHN EATON, Pres. Marietta College, and (or I6 )'ears U. S. Com. if Education:-
From my knowledge of Dr. Hiram OrcLltt, I should not expect any man in the country to excel him (
in selecting the right teacher for the right place.
"We are greatly pleased with Miss K-, the teacher vou
have selected and sent to us, and apprehend that further
acquaintance will confirm us in our first impression as to
her ability."
Webster, Mass. forIN S. GOULD, Sec.
"Select and send me a teacher of Latin and French, at
once. I can trust you to make the selection, for you have
always served me wei!." Prin. F. L. PATTlm.
COt'S Acatlem.v, North1vood Ce1ttre, .tV: If.
"I have been elected teacher of languages in the Hio-h
school here, at $r 200 salary, and have the pleasure of se,~d­
ing you $60, the amount of your commission. Please accept
my thanks for your valuable service."
New HaVeN" COIlIl. B. l:l. H.
"One good agency, like yours is to !;>e fully depended
upon, and the man who registers with yon is 'level headed.'
. I consider your Bureau the best in existence."
Waterford, .tV: J.
Forms and circulars sent free.
